
(Florence Underthings of the first half of the 16th century.)
by La Signora Onorata Katerina da Brescia.

The best place to start with any outfit is underwear. This forms the foundation on which any
look is created. The correct underpinnings can change the shape and look of an outfit, making
a significant difference.  My area of interest is the first half of the 16th century, Medici
Florence. Some recently published research has answered a few theories and questions I had
on Florentine underwear of this time.

Camicia.
The camicia (smock) was the most basic item of clothing. It was worn in all renaissance
fashions. Usually made of linen, it was mostly white or natural in colour. The camicia of the
early 1500's had high necks, gathered into a collar. This can be seen in Agnolo Bronzino's
portrait of A Daughter of Matteo Sofferoni, 1530 to 32 (Fig. 1). The collar was usually worn
closed (with ties or small gold button) and could be decorated with embroidery. 

By the 1540's, the highnecked camicia had become unfashionable. They now had a simple, low
neckline which was visible above the neckline of the petticoat (sottana). This can be seen in
the portrait of Bia, The Illegitimate Daughter of Cosimo I de' Medici, 1542 (Fig. 2). 

Decoration of the Camicia
As camicia were usually made within the household and not professionally, they are not
usually recorded in the Gardaroba of Eleanor di Toledo. In Eleanora's case, the camicia were
usually made by nuns who preferred to embroider in white or black

In the 1540's, silk embroider of red, black, crimson or gold spanishwork were commonly seen
in portraits.  
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Unfortunately for us, even in the middle of the 16th century, Eleanora wore an earlier style of
gown and camicia and gorgiera in her official portraits. Though for the state, Eleanora was
officially the epitome of Modesty, in her private life she was not the Florentine modest
woman. She enjoyed riding, fishing and hunting with her husband Cosimo. So we must
console ourselves with the written word.

There were only 18 various camicia recorded in the Gardaroba of
Eleanora. Decorations in the middle of the 16th century, include
embroidery of gold, pearls and silk. (La Mode a Firenze, p 124).
Though there are written accounts of this type of embroidery being
worn by Eleanora, her official portraits were always more simple.
Pictorial examples of this more elaborate embroidery, available to us,
are found in portraits of her son Don Garcia's collar, 1550 (Fig 3)
and the gorgiera of her daughter Maria, 1555 (Fig. 4). From this, we
can surmise the type of embroidery that was present on Eleanora's

camicia., which are constistent with
the written word.
Other forms of camicia decoration,
throughout the first half of the 16th
century, were drawn thread work (Fig.
2), lace, silk and gold embroidery. (la
Mode a Firenze, p124). An example
of elaborate camicia embroidery, in
gold and black silk, can be found in
another portrait of Maria de Medici by
Bronzino from 1551. (Fig 5).

The earlier camicia had a body
gathered into the neckline or collar -
whether it was high or low. Toward
the mid 16th century, it appears that
the camicia was made less full in the
body much more like the English
smock. It appears to have kept the
reasonably full sleeves. An Italian
extant example of this is presented in La Mode a Firenze on page 124. (Fig  6).  
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Rust coloured embroidery is seen on the neckline, sleeves, cuffs and cross-stitched
decoratively over the seams. The seams were sewn with backstitch.

Colletti and Gorgiera
With the lower necklines of the 1540's, colletti (shoulder net/ collarless partlets) were being
worn over a low neck camicia. 
Decoration of the colletti was individualised with embroidery, couching or fine and delicate
pleating as seen in the Bronzino's portrait of A Young Woman & her Little Boy, 1540 to 45
from the National Gallery of Art, Washington. (Fig 7). 

Eleanora's favoured partlets, for official portraits, were collarless colletti made of gold netting,
often with pearls, as seen in the well known Bronzino portrait of Eleanora and her Son (Fig.
8). Thirteen such colletti were recorded in her Gardaroba before 1548. These were made from
gold thread, silver, black and brown silk. A 1546 sumptuary law, proclaimed by Cosimo, did
not restrict gold or silver colletti. However it restricts the number of such a colletti to one per
individual. (La Mode a Firenze, p 119).  In 1543, there is a Gardaroba entry of a colletti
decorated with roses. 

By the mid 1500's, colletti had a high neck and collars and more appropriately called the
gorgiera (partlet). Decoration was more complex. This could be of lacings, couched gold
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cords, embroidery, spangles, gold, silver and ruffles. An example of the couched decoration
with 'roses' can be seen in the Bronzino Portrait of Little Girl with a Book, 1545. (Fig. 9) 
and in a late portrait of Eleanora, in her second 'official form of dress' for her portraits. (Fig
10). (The ring ruffle however, did not become popular until the 1570's -80's.)

The gorgiera was usually made of fine fabrics or lace, not only in white but also recorded in
the Gardaroba as made in grey and yellow.

By the 1550's, this type of gorgiera was worn open
in front even if it had ties. This allowed the
embroidery of the camicia neckline to be seen.
(Fig. 4) The gorgiera was made to reach half way
down the chest (La Mode a Firenze, p. 124). A
rare glimpse of an entire gorgiera can be seen in
the fresco by Ludivico Buti called The Sword
makers workshop, 1588. (Fig. 11).

While portraits show the kerchief type colletti
worn over the dress to be pinned to the dress and
headwear (La Mode a Firenze p 35). This can be
seen in the portrait of Laura Battiferri 1557-8 by
Agnolo Bronzino. (note: Laura wore outdated
fashions from 1540's). There is little other
evidence to show how the partlet was kept in
place. La Mode a Firenze states that the gorgiera
has long strings to tie it to the waist (p. 124) 

Camicia and gorgiera are the easiest forms of undergarment to document as they are obvious,
to some extent, in portraits. Less obvious are the underpinnings not seen, these include the
stays or corset (or lack thereof), drawers and underskirts or farthingale.

Stays, Fasce de Stomaco
In the first half of the 16th century, the imbusto (bodice) of women's dress had a more
rounded shape. This could easily be achieved by layers of stiffening and had no need of
corsetry. By the 1540's, the imbusto was becoming more rigid in shape. This would require
some sort of support. 

For England, 'payres of bodies' are recorded in Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd. Much
speculation has been made about corded corsets and other forms of corsetry with regards to
the first half of the 16th century, in Florence. More up-to-date research on Florentine dress
can be found in La Mode a Firenze. This information is based on Medici documents and
Gardaroba (wardrobe listings), portraits and the few extant items of clothing available.  

In Eleanora's Gardaroba, there is no mention of 'payres of bodies' or corsets stiffened with
either whalebone, bents or reeds which appear to be the most common form of stiffening used
for corsets of the time. There are 'stays' or busto de sotto recorded. However it appears that
Eleanora's stays were mainly of soft materials. They were lined and interlined with linen. All
stays recorded for Eleanora were made of velvet. However other stays had been recorded to
be made of satin.
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There are only two known extant gowns from Florence in the 16th century. A red velvet
dress, with sleeves, from a wooden statue in Pisa. (La Mode a Firenze, p 70 ) and Eleanora's
burial dress. The second is the more documented of the two, having being described in detail
in Janet Arnold's Patterns of Fashion, and more recently in La Mode a Firenze. Both gowns
were made in a similar fashion. It appears that the stiffening for the gowns was incorporated
into the actual imbusto itself. This padding of the consisted of four fabric layers: 
ü doppia: felt
ü two  types of cloth one stiffened other finer of San Gallo (linen) or bottano (cotton) 
ü this thick layering was then covered with copertura della doppia ( silk or taffetta usually

the same colour as the petticoat, as used to cover the hem stiffening, with a few mm visible
and decoratively slashed) (La Mode a Firenze, p 85, 93).

Traces of felt and linen were found in both the above extant garments. Cardboard is also
suggested as a form of stiffening, being slipped into the imbusto. This is also suggested in The
Tudor Tailor which was recently published in March, 2006 and deals with English clothing of
the first half of the 16th century. This method was also used in Spain (La Mode a Firenze, p
84-5). Eleanora di Toledo's family was Spanish so it is not surprising that this form of
stiffening may have been used in Florence at the time she was Duchess. Cardboard was
commonly used in Florence for imbusto stiffening by the 1650's. 
Along with the burial dress was found plain velvet stays. This had no sign of boning or
channels for boning. It is conjectured that these stays were more likely for warmth (La Mode a
Firenze, p 132 - Fig 12)

Looking at the actual burial stays, the pattern appears to be slightly different to that recorded
in Patterns of Fashion (Fig 13). There are gussets at the side back seams and the stays finish
below the waist line. It was not until 1560 that the stays with waist tabs were recorded in
Florentine Gardaroba (La Mode a Firenze, p 132).

Eleanora's Gardaroba also records fasce de stomaco (stomach bands)
in 1553. These were usually made of red wool with one being recorded
to be made from purplish-violet tafetta, lined with linen, with green
ribbons. Fasce de stomaco are documented to be used for wrapping
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children's chests, over the camicia, to correct posture. The authors of La Mode a Firenze
suggest the fasce de stomaco could have been used for warmth in winter replacing stays.
The closest thing to an actual corset, in Eleanora's Gardaroba, was one pair of steel stays
made for her. These however appear to have been made for therapeutic reasons and not for
restructuring her clothing silhouette. (La Mode a Firenze, p 132)  

Faldia, Faldiglia and Sottana
While England, Spain and parts of Italy embraced the faldiglia  (in Spanish called the
verduago; in English it was the farthingale), Florence was reluctant to adopt this fashion. It
was not until the mid 1500's that the upperclass Florentine women took to it. Even then, it was
of a less exaggerated version. They preferred the softer look to their faldia (skirts). (La Mode
a Firenze p77). A 1562 Florentine sumptuary law referred to the faldaglia but did not impose
any of restrictions that were found in other European countries at the time. This implies it was
not in common use as yet.
The Gardaroba of Eleanora records no faldiglia. The only mention of such an item are in 1544,
for the dwarf Piera, then again in 1550 where 'bents' (stiffening for farthingale) are recorded
for Eleanora's daughter Lucrezia. It was not until 1565 that they were mentioned regularly in
the Gardaroba and then not for Eleanora's use. (La Mode a Firenze p 78).
Petticoats were used to fill out the shape in the form of underskirts. Before the 1540's, the
sottana was a separate item to the stays which were not always worn anyway. From this time,
until the mid 1550's, the records of the Gardaroba suggest that Eleanora's faldia were
attatched to the stays (La Mode a Firenze p 80). This formed the petticoat with a low neckline
below the cleavage (La Mode a Firenze p 83). 
In Patterns of Fashion, Janet Arnold surmises that the possible stitch holes, on the waist of
burial stays of Eleanora, suggests that there may have been an underskirt which was removed,
(hence a petticoat). However, La Mode a Firenze states that there is no record, in Eleanora's
Gardaroba, of the stays being attatched to skirts, as they were named as a separate item of
clothing to the petticoat and faldia.

During the middle two decades of the 16th century, the petticoat took over from the gown. It
was then often worn on its own, particularly in summer and for domestic use. Eleanora had
several sleeveless 'petticoats' in her Gardaroba. These are recorded as sottana, in the
Gardaroba. The word gamurra for this type of dress was also still used in Florence in the first
half of the 16th century. 

Without a faldiglia, stiffening of the skirt was achieved by dense gathering of the waist and by
a strip of felt at the hem. This was hidden under a guard of satin called a copertura della
doppia. This type of hem stiffening was found on both Florentine extant gowns. 

Calzoni
Finally, for that controversial item of underclothing - the calzoni (drawers). There are a few
extant examples of calzoni originating from the 16th century. 
Extant examples of women's drawers can be found in Queen Elizabeth's Wardrobe Unlock'd .
A History of Underclothes has an Italian extant example (Fig. 14). Both appear to be from the
late 16th century. Another pair (Fig 15), from the late 16th century, are made of silk
embroidered linen.  Pictorial representations such as Pierto Bertelli's Cortigiana Veneza
(Venetian courtesan) can be found in Diversarum Nationum Habitus , 1591 (V&A Museum)
& 1594-1596 (Banca dati Biblioteca Riccardiana). From Hispanic Costuming 1480-1520,
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drawers were mentioned in the
1479 inventory of Duchess of Alburqurque (linen with white silk cords). Queen Juana had
drawers lined with fur. Yellow drawers of satin, trimmed with 

strips of cloth of silver belonged to the Empress. Drawers were used in Spain before England
or France. Lucrezia Borgia made drawers fashionable in Italy (Ferarra). 
'
Drawers' were not popular in England as they were associated with courtesans and not
appropriate for the upperclass. It seems that the Italians and Spanish upperclass did not always
hold the same opinion. 
It cannot be assumed that all Italian women wore drawers. One would have to look to
individual inventories. But, for the record, Eleanora's Gardaroba does record one pair of
calzoni made of red satin. It is difficult to know what style Eleanora's calzoni were, as the
details were not recorded.

So it seems that Eleanora, though the good Florentine symbol of Modesty in official portraits,
showed her rebel side not only in her most 'unlady-like' daily activities of riding and fishing
with her husband Cosimo, but possibly in her underpinnings as well!
More information on layering clothes, underskirt diary, stays diary, calzoni diary, and camicia
research  can be found at: http://katerina.purplefiles.net/
For a full listing of clothing items worn in Florence, see my website:
http://katerina.purplefiles.net/garb/Putting%20on%20clothes.htm
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